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Hand stitch funky designs!A fabulous collection of fun and funky cross-stitch designs. Cross-

stitch animals, nature, and so much more with helpful guides to each project. Designs range

from beginner-friendly to more advanced, and with 160+ designs there is plenty to keep you

reaching for this book again and again. Customize your colors or match the ones given, each

project includes color numbers from DMC, Anchor, and Madeira. Sit back and enjoy the

process of hand stitching bold and bright designs from some of the most popular cross-stitch

designers!Stitch an eclectic collection of funky designs from top cross-stitch artists around the

worldIncludes a beginners guide to the basic stitches, the stitch chart, and supplies listsEach

design has a skill level suggestion and an estimated time of completion



Fiesta ForeverCelebrate Mexico’s Day of the Dead with a collection of gorgeous stitches

inspired by sugar skulls!DESIGNS BY CHERYL MCKINNON

Light’s LustreDare to dazzle with this trio of fancy chandeliers in the sparkliest shades of silver,

copper, and gold.DESIGNS BY FIONA BAKER

Check It Out!Make a statement with these bold tartan animals—the perfect way to dress your

walls this season!DESIGNS BY FIONA BAKER

Modern GardenFeeling a bit prickly? Let this fresh and cheerful set of colourful terrariums

brighten your weekend!DESIGNS BY DURENE JONES

Space OdysseyBlast off into the unknown with these awe-inspiring stitches, then decorate with

your own cosmic creations!DESIGNS BY EMMA CONGDON

Shine Bright!Always wanted to see your name up in lights? Well, look no further than this

stylish illuminated abc that sparkles as brilliantly as a starlit sky!DESIGNS BY

DURENE JONES

London to ParisTake in the sights and sounds of these famous cities as you capture their iconic

landmarks and buildings in stitches.DESIGNS BY CHERYL MCKINNON

50 Retro 80’s Gift IdeasCelebrate a time when hair was big, colours were bold, and the music

was, like, so rad—the totally tubular 1980s!DESIGNS BY DURENE JONES

You’re the Best!Celebrate birthdays in style with these cool, retro motifs for dads (and sons,

brothers, and husbands too)!DESIGNS BY LUCIE HEATON

In the StarsWhatever your zodiac sign, you can wear it with pride when you stitch a tiny

astrological pendant!DESIGNS BY FIONA BAKER

Out of This WorldWould-be astronauts will surely love this space scene, using glow-in-the-dark

aida for wow factor when the lights go out!DESIGN BY DIANE MACHIN

Feeling FruityAdd a pop of colour to a plain wall with this retro-inspired set—a fun way to get

your five-a-day!DESIGNS BY POPPY BENNER

An Artistic TouchEnjoy bright & bold motifs inspired by the pop art movement.DESIGNS BY

CHERYL MCKINNON

Believe in MagicSend a special greeting with a celebratory rainbow unicorn that’s sure to make

anyone’s day unique.DESIGNS BY ANGELA POOLE

50 Retro Sci-Fi Gift IdeasBlast off into outer space to discover this collection of bold retro

designs—they’ll fill all your gifts with an air of stitchy adventure!DESIGNS BY

EMMA CONGDON



General InstructionsUse the handy diagrams and basic cross stitch advice on these pages to

help you get the most out of the designs in this book.How to Read Our ChartsAll our charts are

printed in both colour and symbols. Each square on a cross stitch chart contains a symbol, and

each symbol corresponds with one stitch.The key tells you what thread colour each symbol

corresponds to, and how many strands to use for each cross stitch, backstitch, or French knot.

It also gives you the design’s dimensions, to help you cut your fabric to size.The thread

numbers listed in the first column of the key refer to the brand that we’ve used to stitch the

design. Conversions for two other brands are given, but they’re not always exact equivalents.

Avoid mixing more than one brand in the same design. Sometimes you’ll need more than one

skein of a certain colour, but there shouldn’t be a problem with dye lots if you use the brands

quoted in the key.Each project also includes a shopping list telling you what type and size of

fabric to use, what size frame you’ll need, and if extra materials are required.Where to Start

StitchingStart stitching from your chart in the centre of the design—this is the point on the

chart where the two black centre lines marked with arrows cross—and work outwards. Refer to

the key for the colours and number of strands to use. To find the centre of your fabric, fold it in

half both horizontally and vertically. The centre point will be where these folds intersect. Mark

this point with a pin, or run a line of tacking thread along each fold using one strand of a pale

colour thread. Bind the raw edges of your fabric to prevent them from fraying while you’re

stitching by hemming them using a zigzag stitch on your sewing machine, or by folding

masking tape over the edges.
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Stitch: Explore Strange New Worlds of Crafting (Star Trek), Cross Stitch: for Beginners - Cross
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Sarah Sheppard, “Great variety of fresh styles. This pattern book has a great variety of fresh

ideas that suit many styles. My favorite patterns are the space-themed sky scenes, but there is

a lot more here that I will absolutely be making use of in my future stitching projects. The

patterns are clear, and use color in addition to symbols, which is helpful for me. They also give

thread color options in three brands, rather than only DMC, which I appreciate. Excellent value

and quality! Thanks to the publisher and Edelweiss for the advance reader copy of this book.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 7 people have provided feedback.
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